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I. INTRODUCfION 

Intellectual property (IP) law is an ,?xtremely complex legal field that covers not 
only patents but also trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, know-how and licensing. In 
today's highly competitive economic environment which includes national and international 
competitors, the importance of adequate protection of IP cannot be understated. For 
example, the rapidly-changing, highly-competitive computer and biotechnology industries 
bave particularly caused a severe strain on IP law. 

The demand for IP professionals in general, and patent practitioners, in particular, 
has far exceeded the supply. And the situation will probably remain that way for some 
time to come. . 

In addition" to the growth of high tech industries, other factors creating a new 
demand for IP and patent professionals are the surge of imports and with it the influx of 
patent and trademark applications from foreign manufacturers, recent IP legislative 
reforms, not to mention the creation in 19S2 of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit (CAFC) whose jurisprudence has had a very beneficial effect on the patent system 
andIPlaw. 

While the overall number of U.S. lawyers has more than doubled in the past fifteen 
years (from over 400,000 to over SOO,OOO - 1 million by the year 2000), the number of 
patent lawyers increased only marginally to the present level of over 13,000. 

The biggest bottleneck to the entry of new practitioners into the patent field is the 
need for strong technical credentials. Would-be patent lawyers invariably hold 
undergraduate degrees (and perhaps second graduate degrees) in one of the sciences or 
engineering. A prerequisite for taking the patent bar examination that a law student or 
graduate must pass before admission to practice before the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) is a bachelor's or graduate degree, or the equivalent thereof, in a specified 
scientific or technical subject from a recognized U.S. college or university. Such subjects 
are listed in Appendix A. 

As in the case for other graduates from law school (typically a three-year 
proposition), the candidate also has to hurdle a general state bar examination to become a 
licensed attorney. 1 

Indeed, the basic legal curriculum, fairly standard throughout the U.S., does not 
include patent or IP related law. Historically, few schools have provided even elective 
coverage. Thus, most patent attorneys have had to acquire their knowledge and skills on 
the job. The situation has improved over the past decade or so. A few law schools now 
offer as many as twenty or more credits (well within the usual range of law school elective 

1 As was pointed out in a Business Week article entitled "Patent Lawyer"~ . 
"Ordinarily. the law school curriculum departs little from that followed by general practitioners. although students 

aiming for the field will choose intellectual property courses as electives. A few schools, such as the Franklin Pierce Law 
Center in Concord. N.H .. offer more intensive course work and acrual casework experience ... enabling students to pass the 
patent bar before graduating. 

Interestingly, because technical credentials are key, the pressure to get into a prestigious law school. felt heavily 
by general practitioners, is less applicable to patent specialists." <Business Week, Sept. 1987, p.80) . 
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hours) in IP law and thirty-five credits in the case of Franklin Pierce Law Center (FPLC). 
IP courses are merely electives since IP law has not been required for state bar admission 
purposes and is not a subject covered by state bar examinations. 

II. THE GULF BETWEEN LAW SCHOOL AND LAW PRACTICE 

Before going into the specifics of academic training in the IP field offered by some 
law schools, it is appropriate, for background and perspective, to review and illuminate the 
present state of flux and ferment in law schools with respect to specialization or 
concentration and the gulf between law school and law practice. Law school teaching has 
changed very little over the years and decades. Its cornerstone by and large is still the 
Socratic method and case analysis pioneered at Harvard more than a centurY ago. Yet, the 
practice of law has changed significantly, especially in more recent times, following 
changes in the business and political worlds, and law students increasingly need specialties. 

The legal profession complains that law schools don'-t teach the skills students will 
actually need to practice law. Since at least 1990 "[c]ries from the organized bar that 
educators must do more to narrow the gap between the classroom and law-office realities 
will grow louder." (U.S. News & World Report, March 19, 1990, p.59, 61) 

For .a long time, the law schools and practitioners argued about whose 
responsibility it was to teach students practice. Many schools contended their job was only 
to teach the law and warned against going too far and trivializing law school's scholarly 
and theoretical purposes and leading to a trade school approach. 

This ferment was further dramatically high-lighted by the creation of a "Narrowing 
the Gap" task force by the American Bar Association (ABA) which led to the so-called 
"McCrate Report" containing very critical conclusions about the state of legal education in 
America. 

Then ABA President, Talbot D' Alemberte, also deplored this education 
schizophrenia: 

"We are very much a divided profession. Our academic side is 
over here and the practicing lawyer is over there, and they don't connect 
very often. 

"Our insistence that we are part of the academy and our insistence 
that we are not a trade school has actually led us to cut ourselves off 
from the people who have things to say to our students, people from the 
profession and people from other schools in the university." (ABA 
Journal, Sept. 1990, p.53) 
FPLC, as will be seen below, is clearly ahead of this fray or outside of this furor 

with its practice-oriented approach, including "bridging semester" or "exit semester" 
courses and other benchmark alternative (BMA) concepts. This is likely also true at other 
law schools with extensive IP programs since substantial IP programs and extensive IP 
training are recent law school innovations and IP faculties still consist by and large of IP 
practitioners, especially in the patent law field. 

ill. IP TRAINING IN AMERICA AND IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 

A. On-the-job Training. CLE Programs. Patent Academy 
As was pointed out in the Introduction, historically most of the IP training has been 

of the on-the-job type and has taken place in a mentor system and this is still generally the 
case even nowadays in IP law firms hiring new law school graduates and in corporate IP 
departments doing the same or transferring scientists from R&D departments to IP 
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departments. Such transfers are taking place on a fairly large and increasing scale due to 
the shortage of IP practitioners, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, due to certain 
advantages that this harbors, i.e., familiarity with the company, its culture and its personnel 
as well as its R&D and IP operations. Often such transferees have gained experience in, 
e.g., patent practice as [co]inventors or liaison personnel and their training needs are not as 
urgent nor as extensive. They become patent agents as soon as they pass the examination 
for registration to practice in patent cases before the USPTO. Most of these, especially the 
younger ones, also enter upon a four-year law school evening program. 

This on-the-job training and mentoring is supplemented by periodic internal 
seminars and attendance at programs held by local and national bar and IP associations as 
well as the Practicing Law Institute (New York) or Patent Resources Group (Washington, 
DC), etc. and with increasing frequency by law schools, such as, John Marshall Law 
School, George Washington National Law Center and FPLC. ,In states with CLE 
(Continuing Legal Education) requirements, compliance with those requirements by 
attendance at professional meetings and IP courses is an additional motivation. 

The USPTO, traditionally a source of skilled patent practitioners for law firms and 
corporate departments, maintains a Patent Academy which trains its new examiners in an 
extensive four-phase program. The USPTO admits a few non-government employees to 
each training course, an opportunity which for the most part foreign practitioners intent on 
learning U.S. patent law take advantage of. 

For completeness sake, mention might be made at this point that some 
Washington, DC law firms, in particular, hold annual IP training courses also designed to 
attract foreign practitioners. The Cushman, Darby and Cushman "Advanced Patent 
Seminar" is typical. 

As regards IP teaching in universities, it appears that occasional lectures are given 
in engineering and science colleges. Dr. Thomas J. Harrison, Chairman and Professor, 
Department of Electrical Engineering, College of Engineering of the Florida State 
University wrote: 

"I give a lecture each semester on patent law, with some discussion of other means 
of protecting intellectual property, as part of the introduction to our laboratory courses. 
During this lecture, I usually discuss the. career opportunities in patent (and related) law." 
(Recent Personal Communication.) 

It is highly questionable that apart from such introductory lectures any systematic 
in-depth IP law teaching takes place in universities in general in either undergraduate or 
graduate science and engineering curricula. In fact, even graduate business schools have 
paid little attention to teaching IP law and IP licensing/technology transfer in spite of the 
pervasive growing economic importance and impact of IP and IP licensing.2 

Interestingly, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University, Boston, will 
only now start IP teaching with a course in International Intellectual Property Law (to be 
taught by this writer). 

As was stated in the introductory chapter, even in law schools, the most that can be 
expected is that an introductory IP survey course is being taught by a regular faculty 
member who is not an IP specialist or an adjunct professor who is a local IP practitioner 
and that only in about 50% of American law schools. 

B. IP Survey Courses in American Universities 
The Dickinson School of Law (Dickinson) of Carlisle, Pennsylvania is one of the 

schools in a second category of law schools with typical IP survey courses. Dickinson, in 
fact, has three elective survey courses for two semester hours each. This undoubtedly has 

2 According to a recent 5~ey conducted by this writer as LES Education Committee Chairman. 
. '-, 
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something to do with the presence of Professor William J. Keating, a former Patent 
Counsel at AMP Inc., who in fact teaches these courses. Professor Keating assesses the 
situation as follows: " ... the few schools that have an intellectual property program offer a 
survey course including patents, trademarks and copyrights. Except for Franklin Pierce, 
John Marshall and the Washington, DC schools, most schools do not have enough 
students to justify a program." (Recent Personal Communication.) But interestingly 
Professor Keating's classes are relatively.1arge: they "usually have 40 students in Patents; 
70 students in Copyrights and 80 students in Trademarks." 

The University of Baltimore School of Law is another illustration of a law school 
with three IP survey courses, undoubtedly due to the presence of Professor William T. 
Fryer ill, who is well-known and very active in IP circles and associations. In the school's . 
catalog IP is listed with its three courses as a "specialized area" among many others like 
"Child and Family," "Civil Rights," "Corporate," "Criminal Law," "International 
Relations," etc. all of which feature seven to nine courses. _ 

To give two more illustrations: Albany Law School, Albany, New York, where IP 
Professor Michael Hutter has been in residence for many years, has two-or-three-credit 
survey courses in Industrial Property and in Copyrights, which are taught by adjunct 
professors and Unfair Trade Practices which Professor Hutter teaches. And Notre Dame 
Law School, South Bend, Indiana, has two two-credit IP courses taught in alternate years. 
One covers Copyright, Trademarks and Trade Regulations and is taught by resident 
Professor Joseph Bauer; the other deals with Patents and is taught by an adjunct professor, 
a local patent lawyer. A few additional law schools across the country, possibly increasing 
in numbers due to the present-day "sex appeal" and glamour of IP law and practice, exhibit 
this three-survey-course pattern. 

IV. LAW SCHOOLS WITH IP SPECIALIZATION 

A. Ranking of Law Schools by Specialties 
U.S. News & World Report publishes a ranking of all American law schools 

(over 180) in March of every year. In addition, the ten best law schools in the specialties of 
International Law, Environmental Law, Tax Law, Health Law, Clinical Training and Trial 
and Appellate Advocacy as well as in IP Law are listed. In the speciality of IP Law, the 
ranking according to the March 20, 1995 issue (p.85) is as follows: 

1. George Washington Univ. (D.C) 
2. Franklin Pierce Law Center (N.H.) 
2. Columbia University (N.Y.) 
4. Stanford University 
5. New York University 
5; University of Houston 
7. John Marshall Law School (Ill.) 
8. Boston University 
9. Chicago-Kent College - lIT 
10.George Mason University (Va.) 

Some of these schools as, for example, Columbia, Stanford, New York, made the 
top-ten list because of their strength and prowess in Copyrights, Trademarks and/or Unfair 
Competition rather than Patents. 

The ranking of law schools by specialties was started in 1992 when only the five 
top schools were listed and when FPLC ended up in third place after George Washington 
and New York Universities, which was no small accomplishment for the country's 
smallest independent law school that was only 18 years old and located in a big city. 

.1
1 

/t.v~G 
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B. The George Washington University 
The fIrst-ranked George Washington University (George Washington) has a J.D. 

degree program with day and evening divisions and a summer session as well as graduate 
(LL.M. and D.J.S.) programs. It has several specialized LL.M. programs: Environmental 
Law, Government Contracts, Land Use Management and Control Law, International Law 
andIPLaw. 

According to the George Washington's 1994-95 Bulletin, the IP Law Program, 
under the direction of Professor Harold C. Wegner, comprises the following curriculum: 

. . Biotechnology Patent Policy [2] 
Chemical and Biotech Patent Policy and Practice [2] 
Comparative and International Intellectual Property Seminar [1] 
Comparative Patent Law Seminar [2] 
Computer Law [3] 
Copyright Law[2 or 3] 
Electronics and Computers: Policy and Practice [2] 
International and Comparative Patent Law [2] _ 
International and U.S. Regulation of Foreign Trade [2] 
Japanese Patent Policy [2] 
Licensing of Intellectual Property Rights [2] 
Patent Enforcement [2] 
Patent Law [2 or 3] 
Patent Policy and Practice [2] 
Trademark Law [2] 
Unfair Trade Practices [3] 

George Washington also has a Joint Juris Doctor-Master's Degree Program so that 
students can work concurrently toward both the J.D. degree in the National Law Center and 
a master's degree in the University's Graduate School, in such related fIelds as business 
administration, economics, internation~ affairs, political science, and public administration. 

Speaking of George Washington it is worthwhile recalling Professor Glen E. 
Weston's excellent presentation at the WIPO/ATRIP (International Association for the 
Advancement of Teaching and Research in IP) Symposium in San Jose, September 17-21, 
1990. The title of his paper was "Experience of the Teaching of Intellectual Property ... at 
an English-speaking. University." After "40 years of teaching primarily at George 
Washington," Professor Weston recounted the travails encountered in shaping an IP 
program as is now in existence at George Washington and, more particularly, the problems 
of 

- persuading university administrations and faculty to approve new IP courses, 
- obtaining adequate teaching materials, 
- fInding well-qualifIed teachers for IP courses, 
- demonstrating suffIcient student interest in new courses, and 
- continuing close supervision to assure quality. 

C. The John Marshall Law School 
The John Marshall Law School (John Marshall) of Chicago, Illinois is one of the 

largest independent law schools in the nation, with an enrollment of over 1,200 students. 
Its IP Program is the oldest in the country and is now headed by Donald P. Reynolds. The 
faculty of the IP Division are adjunct professors from the Chicago IP bar. 

John Marshall has a day and evening division as well as an eight-week summer 
session. In the evening division at least four years and one summer session are required 
for completion. The day division is standard. The requirements for the J.D. degree 
program are at least 90 semester hours. John Marshall also has two graduate programs: 
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Taxation and IP requiring 24 semester hours or 21 semester hours and an independent 
study project to obtain an LL.M. The following IP courses are offered at John Marshall: 

Advanced Claim Drafting Workshop [1] 
Clinical Legal Education: Intellectual Property Law [1-3] 
Comparative & International Patent Law [3] 
Entertainment Law [2] 
Independent Research in Intellectual Property Law [1-2] 
Intellectual Property Law Planning and Practice [3] 
Introduction to Intellectual Property Law [2] 
Patent & Trade Secret Law [3] 
Seminar on Selected Topics in Intellectual Property Law [2] 
Trademark & Copyrght Law [3] 
Unfair Competition & Trade Regulation [3] 

,v. FRANKLIN PIERCE LAW CENTER 

A. An Innovator in Legal Education 
Franklin Pierce Law Center (FPLC) began in 1973 as a small, pioneering law 

school and as New Hampshire's only law school. 
Now FPLC has a faculty of over twenty full-time professors and over twenty 

adjunct lecturers, a student body of about 450 students (close to 50% of whom specialize in 
IP or related law), and a record of innovations in training students to meet the challenges of 
practice. 

As one of the leading institutions of IP training in the U.S. today, FPLC differs 
from such other leaders as George Mason, John Marshall or George Washington. Instead 
of emphasizing advanced-degree or evening-school programs, it provides a well-rounded, 
full-time curriculum leading to the basic legal degree, the Juris Doctor (J.D.). FPLCis the 
only law school having more than one full-time professor who' is a qualified patent 
attorney. FPLC, in fact, has five. In addition, the President and Founder ofRPLC, Robert 
H. Rines is a practising patent attorney and an inventorWith over 70 patents to his name. 

As an innovator in legal education, FPLC emphasizes learning the essential skills 
for professional practice. As an example, for IP law practice, the skills include preparing 
patent specifications and claims, negotiating and drafting licenses, and litigating IP 
disputes. As a result, FPLC graduates "hit the deck running" as IP lawyers. 

The number of course credits at FPLC pertaining to patent and other IP law is 
higher than any other U.S. law school's offerings designed for J.D. degree students. The 
current list of courses, is as follows: 

Administrative & Related Processes in IP [3] 
Advanced Patent Prosecution I [1] 
Advanced Patent Prosecution II [1] 
Computer Law: Use oflPin Commercializing 
Computer Innovations [3] 
Copyright Law [2] 
IP & Competition Law in the Europe Union [1] 
IP Management [2] 
IP Pretrial Practice [3] 
Information Technologies [2] 
Information Torts [3] , 
International Comparative Copyright Law [1] 
International Comparative Patent Law [2] .' 
International Comparative Trademark Law [1] 
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Introduction to IP [3] 
Licensing IP [3] 
Patent & Trade Secret Law [3] 
Patent Practice & Procedure [2] 
Regulation & Protection of IP in Advertising [2] 
Selected Topics in IP I [2] 
Selected Topics in IP IT [2] 
Survey of IP [3] 
Trademarks & Deceptive Practices [3] 
Trial Advocacy - Patent Section [3] 
Description for the above courses are reproduced in Appendix B. 

This curriculum is enlarged through independent studies, externships (internships) 
and special seminars and lectures on IP subjects. One extern ship opportunity places 
students in Washington, DC for a full semester in the chambers of a judge of the CAFC, 
which has exclusive jurisdiction Over appeals in patent litigation. 

B. Master of Intellectual Propertv Degree 
The Kenneth J. Germeshausen Center for the Law of Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship (Germeshausen Center), launched by FPLC in 1985, is the umbrella 
organization for FPLC's specialization and policy studies in the legal protection, 
management and transfer of IP, especially as they relate to the commercialization of 
technology. It designs and supports IP programs ranging from brief orientation sessions 
for foreign visitors to a six-week summer school, to a half-year-long or a year-long, full
time course of study leading to a Diploma or a Master of Intellectual Property (MIP) 
degree. These programs have been attended by administrators, practitioners and law 
students not only from virtually every state in the U.S., but also from every continent of the 
world. . ' •. 

The MIP has been created as a master level degree but not a graduate LL.M.-type 
law degree inasmuch as some students have technical backgrounds but do not have law 
degrees. For both foreign and U.S. nationals who do not need law degrees to become 
licensing experts, the Diploma and MIP Programs are very appropriate. However, starting 
in the fall of 1996, an LL.M. degree program in IP law will be instituted. 

These programs are also appropriate domestically to help alleviate the serious 
shortage of patent professionals through "training individuals as patent agents for six 
months or one year," as suggested by the Long Term Planning Committee of the 
American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) in 1990. 

MIP Program participants spend two semesters at FPLC taking a thorough 
curriculum of academic courses, practical skills training and comparative law exposure. 
Subjects intensively treated are contract law, patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, 
IP licensing, the law of international trading and business relationships and international 
and comparative IP law. Skills instruction covers drafting patent claims, preparing patent 
applications, designing and drafting technology licenses, managing IP assets, and making 
legal arguments in mock litigation. In addition, students unfamiliar with the U.S. legal 
structure are introduced to it through special lectures as well as research and writing 
exercises. 

The "third semester" places foreign MIP students for one month or more, in an IP 
law firm and/or in the IP department of an American corporation and/or a governmental 
agency. 

In July 1990 the New Hampshire Postsecondary Education Commission extended 
indefinitely into the future the authority of FPLC to confer the MIP degree, after an initial 
three-year approval subject to annual reporting requirements. The extension was based on 
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the report of an evaluation team appointed by the Commission. The report cited the 
"extremely impressive" MIP Program as occupying a "unique niche in legal education 
worldwide." 

In a WIPO/ATRIP Symposium in San Jose, Costa Rica, September 1990, 
Professor Stanislaw Soltysinski, Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland, gave a 
description of FPLC's MIP Program, recognized it as "unique" and recommended its 
"transplantation" elsewhere in his lecture entitled "Planning of Special Studies on the 
Protection of Industrial Creations." 

The MIP Program began in August 1986 when FPLC enrolled five persons from 
the People's Republic of China as well as one student from each of five other countries: 
Taiwan, South Africa, Korea, the Philippines and Singapore. . 

In the following years students completing the MIP Programs came from all 
corners of the world, even including such countries as Mongolia, Zimbabwe, etc. They 
were, for the most part, high-level patent and trademark office and other governmental 
official~ as well as IP practioners from law firms and corporate departments. 

When these "students" return to their home countries they have a heightened 
awareness of how much IP protection promotes invention, innovation and economic 
progress. 

FPLC also offers a shortened, one-semester Diploma Program for applicants who 
cannot spend an entire year in residence. The six-month Diploma Program includes the 
same courses as required in the first semester of the MIP Program; upon completion of the 
semester, participants take part in a one-month internship at a single U.S. institution. 

C. Intellectual Propertv Summer Institute (IPSI) 
Further, FPLC offers courses each summer in IP subjects for law students, 

lawyers, engineers, scientists and managers. IPSI offers a seven-week program in June 
and July comprising one or two-credit courses on Entertainment Law, Financing & 
Valuation of IP, IP Management, IP Evaluation, IP Research Tools, International & 
Comparative Patent Law, International & Comparative Copyright Law (1), International & 
Comparative Trademark Law (1), Basic Licensing, Patent Practice & Procedure, Patent & 
Trade Secret Law, Trademarks, and Copyrights. 

With the permission of their horne schools, law students can apply credits eamed in 
the IPSI toward the J.D. degree. In addition to FPLC students, students from as many as 
50 American law schools not having extensive offerings in IP subjects, attend IPSI. Also 
participants in IPSI have come from major U.S. corporations and research institutes as 
well as from many foreign countries. 

D. Joint JD/MIP Degree Program 
In late October 1990 the Law Center faculty approved a program allowing Juris 

Doctor degree students to earn both the JD and MIP degrees in three years of fUll-time 
study. Up to 50 second- and third-year students have already enrolled. 

The joint degree program will permit FPLC students to obtain both degrees by 
satisfactorily completing 96 course credits (including 24 in IP courses, in which a B 
average must be maintained) and a substantial paper. The paper, to be designed and 
prepared under close faculty supervision, is the equivalent in the MIP program as a 
professional degree cuniculum of a master degree thesis in an academic degree curriculum. 
Each paper is to respond to a demonstrated need arising in the administration or practice of 
IP law for legal or empirical research, policy development, critical analysis, or insightful 
synthesis. In lieu of such a paper, a faculty-approved project, e.g. national moot court 
participation, will also do. 

The rationale behind the JD/MIP degree program isthreefold. First, a student who 
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comes to FPLC to specialize in IP within the parameters of the JD degree finds herself or 
himself in a squeeze. Enrolling in all or most of the IP courses the school offers leaves the 
student insufficient time to take the general law courses (including all the ones important in 
IP practice) that they should take or would like to take. Conversely, students who take the 
general law courses other JD students take may shortchange themselves by electing less 
than the full complement of IP courses. 

Second, the IP curriculum - over 35 credits - is so extensive as in reality to 
amount to a separate degree program, especially when joined with the requirement of 
completing a substantial, professionally-valuable paper. Many of the FPLC IP courses 
could be offered at the LL.M. level, as is done in other law schools. Third, earning the MIP 
as well as the JD degree provides students with accurate credentials. Eaming both degrees 
pertnits them to demonstrate readily, to potential employers and the rest of the world, that 
specialization in IP at FPLC means much more than, on the one hand, a few courses in the 
subject or, on the other, a sketchy general legal education. 

Graduates from other law schools will also be able to take advantage of the 
combined degree program. They can apply toward the 24 credits required for the MIP 

. degree up to 12 IP and IP-related credits earned earlier in their JD degree education. 

E. Benchmark Alternatives 
The gulf between legal education and legal practice, discussed above in Chapter II, 

is in fact getting wider, notwithstanding clinical-skills programs, as more and more elite 
law schools emulate graduate schools in emphasizing academic research and writing. 

In contrast to this trend, the FPLC faculty is asking questions such as the following: 
Does the proposed program or course address a real-world issue or concern that legal 
education isn't adequately addressing? Does it relate to what is going on out in the practical 
world instead ofrelating primarily to academic exchanges?Will it improve the education 
of our students in helping them become more thoughtful, aware,skillful, and humane 
lawyers? Should the primary responsibility of the full-time faculty be individual growth of 
our students as legally-trained persons? These questions aim at the greatest weakness in 
the structure of American legal education - the failure of anyone to be charged with 
responsibility for training a person who shortly will be licensed to make a major impact on 
individuals and society under the cloak of professional responsibility. 

A practice-oriented individualized learning [IL] program as a benchmark alternative 
(BMA) to academic research and writing can encompass a variety of steps and things, such 
as, in particular, "intensive semesters" and "bridging semester" for starters. One 
illustration of the fortner is a "legal reasoning" BMA for the first year to strengthen 
students' basic thinking and reasoning and hence writing skills. Other possibilities for 
"mastery courses" in other semesters: ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) 
concentration, "master advocacy semester," etc. 

An example of the latter is the "Proactive IP Management" course which this 
writer teaches in the sixth semester and which is designed as a "capstone" course building 
on all of the IP courses taken in the second and third years, and a "bridging" (or "exit" or 
"transition") course spanning academia and real-life private or corporate practice. As such, 
it is a very practical course on how to get a headstart in intellectual property/licensing 
practice. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The advent of the Golden Age for patents and IP anq the severe shortage of patent 
and IP professionals, havebroughi about great changes in the world of IP teaching and 
training. The subject of IP is now perceived as glamorous and enrollment in IP courses of 
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study and programs has increased accordingly. While in the not-too-distant past, most IP 
practitioners had to acquire their skills on the job, many law schools now offer one ormore 
IP survey courses and some have one full-time IP professor among the faculty. A very 
small number of law schools - too few - have started or expanded their IP curricula and 
now offer over 20, or, as in the case of FPLC over 35, 1P credit hours. Outside of law 
schools no systematic IP teaching to speak of (apart from introductory lectures) have taken 
place in colleges and universities. 

Law schools noted for their IP specialization or concentration, apart from FPLC, 
are George Mason University School of Law, John Marshall Law School, George 
Washington University National Law Center. Most 1P teaching is still largely a matter of 
evening classes taught by adjunct facility. But changes are afoot in this respect, too. These 
law schools also tend to have graduate master-level programs as, for example, LL.M. 
degree programs. 

FPLC has a particularly extensive IP specialization with a full-time IP faculty of 
five and over 35 IP course credits. The IP program is practice-oriented and involves the 
actual preparation of patent specifications and claims, of responses and appeal briefs and of 
license agreements which enables students to take and pass the USPTO admission 
examination and enables graduates to "hit the deck running" upon entering IP practice. 

The graduate program at FPLC, the MIP Program, is also different - in fact its 
been acclaimed as "unique" -. because non-lawyers from the U.S. and from many foreign 
countries are admitted to it. Most recently, FPLC has started a joint JD/MIP degree 
program which will permit students to obtain both degrees simultaneously or almost 
simultaneously provided the requirements regarding more course credits, higher grade 
average and preparation of a paper are fulfilled. 

Karl F. Jorda 
David Rines Professor of Intellectual Property 
Franklin Pierce Law Center 
Concord, NH, USA 
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APPENDIX A 

USPTO 
Approved Scientificffechnical Subjects 

Biology 
Biochemistry 
Botany 
Electronics
Technology 
Engineering -

Aeronautical 
Agricultural 
Biomedical 
Ceramic 
[Electro ] chemical 
Civil 
Computer 
Electrical 
Engineering Physics 
Geological 
fudustrial 
Mechanical 
Metallurgical 
Mining 
Nuclear 
Petroleum 

Food Technology 
General Chemistry 
Marine Technology 
Microbiology 
Molecular Biology 
Organic Chemistry 
Pharmacology 
Physics 
Textile TeChnology 



ADMINISl'RATIVE &0 RELATED 'Thomas Field· 
PROCESSES IN IP 

ADOOO9~l 

APPENDIX B 

3 Credits 
Fall Semester . 

Limited enrollment: 21 (except auditors). Can satisfy the administrative 
process requirement, but poople who have already done 80 are welcome. Open 
only to etudents who have completed Patent Pradice I and Survey of 
Intellectual Property or equivalent. 

In 1M elJent of ovuenrollment, third-year etudents will be given preference. 
Second-year etudents will be selected based on performance in Survey of IP 
(including extra-credit papen, if any). Sludenu WM enroll but clD not attend 
1M finl clau wi thout my prior approval, will be bumped in favor of otheN 
!I'M want to tche th£ corux and clD attend th£ fint clau. 

The .dm;n;otrative proeesa req..u..ment. Satisfied by passing a 
comprehensive, two-hour, objective, otherwi« optional aamination 
administered at the end of the term-tlS well 88 otherwise completing course 
requirements. The exam will be graded PasaIFaiI. 
Co ........ grade. (OISIU) based on attendance, particip.woo, paper, two clau 
presellilltioM, and the exam (if taken). It is unlikely that anyone would receive 
an 0 without an euellent IICOI'8 on the exam (if taken). 

Course objectives. The same as th_ for my generic Administrative Process 
c:ourse-& described above. This seminar has the additional objective of tIying 
to make process as relevant as possible to etudents intending to pursue a 
career in patent or tzademark law. ¥ost attention will be given to the PTO, 
but some will be given to the Copyright Office. We will also briefly consider 
other agencies that regulate technology, e.g~ FDA Or OSHA, or agencies that . 
sponsor scientific research, e.g~ NIH. . 

+++ 

ADVANCED PATENT PROSECUTION I 
1POO24-01 

Ben Hauptman 
Spring Semester 

No course description available at time of publication. 

ADVANCED PATENT PROSECUTION II Ben Hauptman 
1POO25-01 Fall Semester 

No course description available at time of publicaiton. 

+ + + 



+++ 

COMPUTER LAW: Use ofIP Chris Blank 
in CommerciaUzing Computer Innovations 

1POO27-01 

'The course is limited to ten students. 

3 Credits 
Spring Semester 

We live in a new age, we are told. We have progressed from an industrial 
economy into a poet.industrial age, an information age. Where capital w"", 
once the underlying factor to be accounted for to explain our institutions, we 
now look to information or knowledge to provide explanation. Several 
questions do present themselves for our consideration: Will the technologies 
that are developing promote the underlying causes of our institutions? Will 
knowledge be spread cr horded? Will knowledge and information be 
tnmsformed 80 that it dictates culture versus being a condition of culture? 

While these are very interesting questions and may indeed be the cotTeCf; 
questions to ask, there is a greater need to understand how the present 
property paradigms are being used ... not, to effect development of information 
technologies. Do any of these paradigms operate as expected or designed? Axe 
any of the players capable of ascertaining the effect of property principles in 
the realm of knowledge and information? 

'The goal of this class is to avoid abetract:ion to as great a deal as possible. Our 
first goal is to review litersture concerning the use of existing intellectual 
property forms in the field of so~ware and computers. We will look to 
procedures for obtaining property rights in order to. understand what kinds of 
legal impediments exist for those who wish to obtain property. Our second goal 
will then be to ascertain what portion of those that might participate in an 
existing property system do so. 

Our third goal will be to see what kinds of practices have developed for the 
. tnmsfer of "property." Economic models of value creation will be reviewed to 
lnfurm participants in their evaluation of the existing paradigms. 

Lastly, we will survey individuals and business in the 8O~ware and computer 
field to ascertain their acceptance or judgement of property law. 

+++ 

William Strong 
Z \..rTeOlts 

Spring Semester COPYRIGHT LAW 
IPOOOl-lll 

. . I lied to the full range of eligible . pynght aw as app ansi . 
'lIDs course eXBIDlnes co The emphasis is on close yms 
works, from fine art to computer p~. relste hoth to principles and to 
of hoth ststutory and case Isw, as

ti
. y d moral rights are also discuseed. 

technical issues. The Berne Conven on an 

The grade is based on a take-home exam. 
+++ 



INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES: 
Right. " Re.poJUlibilitieto 

BSOOO9~l 

William Murphy 2 Credits 
"Fall Semester 

Prerequisite: none. Non-intellectual property students are encouraged to 
enroll. 

Advances in informatiOn technology have permitted an unprecedented 
explosion in the collection,·.torage, and use tX information. 'lbe law of 
intellectual P10per9 geMr8lly ccocentratee on the ownership aspects cl tbeee 

knowledge and information -ts. but there IIl'B other .;g"mcant legal 
c:onsiderationa that must he addreeeed. 

Information, whether stored in computers, on peper, or even in chemical form 
au<:h as DNA. has value. What responsibilities do the creators, collectors, and 
users of this information have toward those who may he the subjects of it? 
Encoded information and knowledge in the f<lll:D1 tX eoaware increasUlg\y is in 
control of the machine!)' of eve!)'clay life, from fly-by-wire aircraft; to the 
-smart" kitchen appliance. What duties and. as a ~nce, liabilities are 
associated with this encoded in1OrmaUon? Scientific teems in the U.s. and 
Japan are in a race to decode the human genome. What legal issues will 
acquisition tX this knowledge entail? A business examines the electronic mail 
that is circulated by its employees, both within and without the corporation. 
Have the legal rights of the employees been violated? Your local groc:e!)' and 
retail stores collect detailed infonnalion on your pun:hases from their laser
ecanning equipment. What use can be made of this information and who gets 
to decide? 

'Ibis course will examine the rapidly evolving areas of the law that seek to 
TeIIOlve the issues ofprivacy, liability, and BCCeIIB as they relate to information 
and information technology. As we enter the InformeUon Age we will be 
continually foroed to address new and unexpected legal issues arising from 
this advancing technology. As aresu1t, we increaaingIy witness a legal system 
trying to adjust and """"",modats the changing realities of life in the modem 

. society, trying to strike a balance among conflic:ting and co:npeting interests 
and concerns. 

Topics to be covered: righte tX privscy in the Information Age, liability for 
defective intellectual property, issues surrounding the ownership and use of 
DNA sequences, new crimes from new technologies, use of electronic evidence, 
electronic commerce, and rights of access to inf<rm.mon. 'lbe coone grade will 
he determined from c1ass contribution and prqjects (40 percent), and a final 
paper (GO percent). 

.++ 



INFORMATION TORTS. 
1ISOOO7-Ol 

S Credits 
Spring Semester 

The information torts are those in which the causal agent or injury is 
infonnation rather than physical impact. With the eueption or deWnation, 
the information torts are or recent origin, their shape still unsettled in Jaw. 
The infonnation age, particularly in the form or worldwide digital networks, 
bas focused attention upon these tarts. Can the privacy torts, for example, 
adequatsly protect the intsrest in privacy? Doss ropyright enforcement 
threaten to throttle the flow ofinformalillll on the bighwaYl The questions are 
many and difficult. 
This course is conducted .. a n' leb 118111inar. s-d upon the materials that -
have been developed in the prior itsratiana of the course, we will focus upon 

the most problematic inw.ctions between tort law and information 
technology. In 1994 the focas _ 00: privacy and resultsd in a scheme of rules 
and principles to protect privacy on the information superhighways. That 
scheme will be reexamined, along with the Jaw governing the negligence 
liabilit;y or information providers and the enfcm:ement or copyrights. 

In addition to the mastety or the initial materials in the course, there will be·. 
_kly written or research IIBIIignmenlB based upon a memo written by the 
instructor capturing the thoughlB of the cless for the preceding week. Grades 
will be based upon in-class and written contributions to the work or the 
eeminar, and upon a final paper exploring in-depth one or the issues developed 
during the semester. .... .. .... . .. 

\+++ 



INTElLECTUAL PROl'ER'n: A Bryan Harris 
COMPETITION UW IN 'I1IE EUROPE UNION 

1POO23~1 

1 Credit 
Spring Semester 

Most lawyers who advise OJipotations trading in the Member Statee oC the 
~ Union (EU)do.~ in the context oCintellectua! property law, unfair 
competition law, competition (or antilnlat) law, or antidumping law. These 
areas of law overlap to a larp ~ The pmpoae oCthe course is to explain 

the general rules applying at Ell leval to the respective 8l"88S eX law, with 
particular reference to the ~ p>Jicies governing the way in .. hich the 
laws are made, intetpreted md .pp1iect . 

Although there will be a full diacussiao. of the ways in which Ell law impingee 
on patents, tmdemarks, design rights. copyright, and neighboring rights, the 
emphaeis will be on the relationship between inteUectua! property rights on 
the one hand, and on the other hand; the competition rules, the rules on the 
free movement of goods and E' riaes, lind the other requirements eX EU law. 
The course i. intended to IXIIDplemeut more detailed and technical studies oC 
the individual branches oCimeIlectual property law. 

Although the course may be taken an its own, it i. best taken together with 
the course on the ConstitutX>nal lAw of the European Union, which will 
provide the context into wbi<h the present course fits. 

INTElLECTUAL PROPERI'l' 
MANAGEMENT 

1POOO5~1 

+++ 

Karl Jorda . 

Grade is based on two or nun clam prOblem .. · 

2 Credits 
Spring Semester 

Topics included are empl"""'emplo,ee law as it relates to inventions and 
confidential information, dealing with inventors and their inventions as clients 
or as C!H>mployees, variOWl tJpesaC Patent imd b:ademark searches and 
investigations, uncovering clients' inwmtions, invention records, criteria and 
procedure. for decisions on 1IheIher to file patent applications in the u.s. and 
other countries, avoiding inIiiugemeat of the patents of others, employed 
inventor incentive plans, ~de inventor problems, trademarl< 
problems, dealing with ccapttale management of your client or employer. 

This will also include advanced lio::er::.sing topics as _U as an overview of 
Interference and Chemical Pnetic:e with emphasis on practical aspects. 

.This course is intended for !he si:xth semester as it is designed as both a 
"capstone" course building on.n of the intellectuaJ property courses taken in 
the second and third yeat8, md a "'bridging" course spanning academic and 
real-life private or corporate JDCtic:e.. As such it is a very practical course on 
how to get a head start in intp!lec:gw) property/licensingpractice with effective 
proactive counseling. 

+++ 

/' 



IN'lERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE llano GoIdrian 

PATENT LAW 
lPOOl4-01 

2 Credits 
Fall Semester 

This course introduces the patent provisions of the Paris Convention, the 
Patent Cooperstion Treaty, the Patent Part of the TRIPS Agreement within 
WTO, and the substantive and adjective law of the European Patent 

Convention. 

+ + + 

INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE 
TRADEMARKLAW-Minicoune . 

Jooe GOmez Segade 1 Credit 
Spring Semester 

lPOOl6-01 

Open to all second- and third_yearstodents. No prerequisites but some 
understsnding of basic trndemark law is desirable. 

This course will cover the major international conventions in the field of 
trademarks, namely, Paris Convention, Madrid Agreement and Madrid 
l>rotocol, Trademark Law Treaty. It will also deal with GATl', as well as with 
NAFl'A and other regional agreements. Another main iasue of the coune will 
be trademark law in the European Union (EU), including European Court of 
Justice Jurisprudence, EU harmoDizslion measmes and Council Regulation on 
the EU trade mark- The course will finish with eome highlights on protection 
of appellations of origin and some ma,jar pants of national legislation on 
trademarks of some European countries. 

ibe grade will be based upcn a one-bour, open-book eyamination. 

+++ 

INTRODUCTION TO Thomas Field 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

lPOO28-01 

Open to first-year students only. Enrollment ceiling of 40_ 

3 Credits 
Spring Semester 

No tec~cal hB:"~und is necessary, but in the event of over enrollment, 
people WIth engmeenng and hard sciences bei:kgrounds will be preferred. 

Although Field v.:m be responsible for such matters as organization, overall 
content, and grading, most classes will be cmducted by or with the assisten 
of other intellectual property faculty, poesibIy including ~~'uncts ced 
European \'isitol"s. - an 

The ro~ WIll ~~ the basic substantive requirements and procedures 
for obtsirung,· mamtairung ~d enforcing patents, copyrights, trade secrets, 
~ and related subject matter. In doing 110 it will explore unde I . 
policy gosls and conflicts internal and external to intellectual pro~.7 
example, the occasional tensioo between free speech and copyrigt.'t :: 
~ protection. It will also explore such matters as the extent to which 
mtel~~ property is. "property" and what difference that makes; 
relatioosbips between legJslab ,re8, agencies and courts; and the relationsbi 
between stete ""d federal governments. Ps 

Grode primarily, if not exclnsively, based on a final ezmnination. 

+++ 



LICENSING ~AL PROPERtY 
(Technology Traader) 

Karl Jonla 3 Credits 
Fall Semester 

IPO003-<11 

Grade is based on an exam and several class problems. 

The emphasis will be on creative licensing II1'T8Ilgements involvingintsllectual 
property (including franchising), their negotiation and implementation, actual 
licensing situations, antitrust and mieuse problems, understanding and 
drafting eome of the more important basic clauses, royalty determinations and 
valuation of intellectual property, and administration oflicense agreements. 

This course will include both licensing your client's intellectual property to 
another, and licensing intellectual property from another to your client. 

PATENT &; TRADE SECRET LAW 
1POO21-<ll 

Chris Blank • 3 Credits 
Fall Semester 

This course is designed as the casebook method oflearning substantive patent 
and trade secret law delivered by way of study of the controlling statutory 
framework of each of these bodies of law. Trade secret law isc:arefully read by 
way of the vehicles of the Uniform Trade Secret Ad; and the Restatement of 
T<rts. 'The law i. then CIOIItrasted with United States patent law, once again 
introduced and studied wOng the vehicle of the U.s. Patent Act. 

Students will read a variety cirveryi-ece~t~:~ ..... n as ~variety ofvery 
old cases in <rder to demonstrate the pen,)iar nature of the prevailing Patent 
Ad; (which may provide additional perspectivesonststutoryconstruction). 
Little attention is psid to the process by which patsntaare procured. To a 
great extent the perspective of the course is a litigation perspective which for 
many reasons is highly influential on the workings of the United States Patent 
and Trademark OfIice (PTO). Besides the state of the prevsiling law we will 
also address some of the emerging issues in "patent law" which are bound to 
affect the future of patents and the activity which patent law is meant to 
fuster. 

PATENT PRACTICE a. 
PROCEDURE 

IPOOOWI 

+ + + 

RobertShaw 

This is a year.Jong offering. No prerequisite. 

2 Credits 
Fall Semester 

This highly specializ.ed COUTBe ~uence is designed to provide comprehensive 
and intensive trsining in preparing patent claims and complete applications, 
and in meeting the objections to patenting raised by the Patent and 
Trademark OfIice (PTO), as well as a case study of the patent law. 'The overall 
reason f<r this offering is to provide training not now otherwise available, 
especially now that the PrO is more a place of career employment then of 
apprenticeship, as it fOrmerly was. 

+++ 



REGULATION" PROTECTION OF E.C. Stone 
IP IN ADVERTISING 

2 Credits 
Fall Semester 

lPOO26-01 

It is intended that this seminar focus on all the elements that make up 
advertising stretegy and the advertising itself from the point of view that 
advertising is speech protecll!d by the First Amendment and the elements of 
the advertising constitute intellectual property. 

Ioreas, inter alUJ, that must be familiaT to Ia:wyers who repreeent advertisers 
and their agencies are: 

• Antitrust as it relates to acquiSition of market power through use of 
advertising and discriminatory use· of co-op allowances and other 
promotional devices. 

• Business and legal practices as they relate to the use of a person's 
likeness and actions in both print and broadcast media. 

• Constitutional protection offme expression of commercial ideas. 

• Government and self-regulatory controls on misleading advertising. 

• Use of traditional copyright and trademark concepts in both current 
media and new forms of diMemination ofidees. 

• • Rights of privacy and publicity. 

• Comparative advertising. 

Materials to be used would include case Isw, statutes, examples ofboth print 
and broadcast advertising that haw led to litigation, and self-regulatory codes.. 

Grades will be based 50 percent on class participation and 50 percent on an 
original paper. There may be lOUIe abort quiueII Dr tsb-bome exams; they 
will be coosidered as part of daa participation; .. . . 

..SELECTED TOPICS IN RobertShaw 
: INTELLECTUAL PROP&ll1T I .. U 
~l "lPOOlo.ol 

. . 2 Cr.dits Each Semest.er . 

hII " Spring Semeetsr 

nus is a yeer-long offering. Prerequisite: Patent Praetice " Procedure_ 

'This third-year course is direc:ted toward toward expanding the views of the 
atudents. Each is required to present eewral IP cases to the class which then 
engages in in-depth discussion of the issues preeentad. In this way issues are 
~in.amaturefashion, much asth.- same issues would be presented 
~ the practice of patent law. The 8lIbject matter includes patents, but it 
lDcludes, as well, trademarks, copyrights, unfair competiton, and ralated 
aubjects. The di!lCUS8ions are far-reachi,ng, the subject matter is recent court 
decisions found in the adVlinced sheets of the Unitd S_ Patent Quarterly. 

+++ 



SURVEY of IN'IKLLECTUAL PROPERTY 'Thomas Field 3 Credits 
1POOO7 ~1 Fall Semester 

Open to &ealIld- and third.year students. No t..chnira! background is necessmy 
and there are no prerequisites. 'Ibis is the be.sic introduction to intellectual 
property. Students intending to take other COl.1l'1IeS in the intellectual property 
program shruld take this COUl'89 in their .econd year. 

Grade based on an open-book 8Xamjns+ion. 

'!be """""'" fOcusing on p~ client prOOIems rather t1um nactine to 
situations after the fact, introducss: (1) pstents, copyrights and other law (e.g, 
trade Bea'ets, misappropriation) designed to protect commercially valuable 
information; (2) rights of artists, authors, performers, and independent 
inventors; and (3) trademarks and other law designed to prevent consumer 

. source deception and to protect commercial goodwill. '!be scope of protection 
and the necessmy steps to ..,.,...... and retain it are the primary emphesia. 
Howe"""jurlBdictional requirements, defenses, remedies and other procedural 
matters are also covered-e.s are psrvasive overIape and <o¢Iicts between, 
e.g., state and federal law. 

+++ 

TRADEMARKS &; Wtlliam Hennessey 
DECEPTIVE PRACTICES 

lPOOO~l 

3 Credits 
Spring Semester 

Open to second· and third·year JD students. and MIP students. No 
prerequisites; prelaw training in marketing, business, languages, 
communication, or psychology may be helpful. No "';entific IX' technical 
background is necessary. 

This course will also be open to 20 first..year, second ..... mester students as an 
elective. .. . 

Grade based on an open·book exam. 

The course examines the choices a firm may have to prweut· and redress 
unfair and deceptive marketing practices of other firma '!be primary focus is 
on obtaining, maintaining and enforcing legal protection for commercial 
goodwill through trademarks. However, relatsd laws regarding false 
advertising, rights of publicity (commercial personality), spoos<nIri p, and 
endorsement are also CODIIidered. In addition to treating the substantive law, 
the course expl<res trademarlr;: offic:e praeti.... federsllststs conflicts, 

administrative procedure, jurisdictional requiremeotl, remedies (particu1arly 
equitable remedies), and defenses. 

+++ 



INTEILEcruAL PROPERTY 
PRETRIAL PRACTICE 

IPOoU.()l 

Chris Blank 3 Credits 
Fall Semestsr 

Litigation is the course of last ..art in resolving disputes amongst individuals 
and as ouch, ohould be ruled by rational rules, valuation, risk 800' "'~nt and 

.-.Iution. w. know, of coune. that the world doea not operats as Icgieallyas 
lIOIDe hope it would, and ..... must conduct ourselves in a world where decisions 
are made which are not always Icgieal and the actions of others are ~ always 
predictable. 

Thi. course endeavors to provide a framework for dealing with the realities of 
litigation in the intsllectual property realm by looking at this process from its 
inception. Just as armed conflicts are won off the battlefield, litigation is often 
won outside the rourtroom. "Winning" at the litigation game requires 
numerous skills, many of which we will look at during the run of this course. 
Client counseling perspectives will be developed in in-dass exercises as well as 
in written exeIcises. Strategic planning skill. will be identified and used in 
prelitigation and trial drafting exercises. Risk .ss.ssment will be practice in 
valuation exercises. ' 

Grades are based upon three exeIcises, c:lax participation, and stndent 
cspahility. Since I hope to teach by posing problems which are designed to be 
as realistic as possible given the constraints of a classroom and a law school 
setting, I expect stndents to undertake comprehenstw analysis of the problems 
I pose in the course. Understanding of civn procedure is required and an 
ability to deal with evidentiary issues, is ,desirable. All forms of IP are looked 
at and frameworlts fer resolution of ploblemsin ,each" m the fielde are 
developed. ","'·,""~'i':'fS''')!;;,;>;ii'7;f, ,i,. ', .. i;', 

INIERNATiONAL COMPARA'I1VE 
COPYRIGHT LAW Minioo_ 

1POo13-01 

Bilke YOD Lewinski 1 Credit 
. , Spring Semester 

Open to al! aerond,. and ~·year stndents. No prerequiaitse but some 
understanding of basic copynght law is desirable. ' 

~. minirourse will cover the principal intsrnational ronvsntiona, I 
Uni~rsal ~yright, Berne, &me, and Geneva, inCluding current ~= t:; 
ti>e. lDte~onal ropyright arena in light of recent tendencies toward ter 
r&clpl'OClty and the emergence m new ldnde m works (computer ~ dets 
banks, etc.). and new rights (rental right, public lending rights, etc.). It will 
~ des! WIth GAr:, NAFTA, and bilateral treaties as a new mechanism in 
lDternatio'hal copyright relatiOOll and copyright within the European Union 

(EU) ~cl~ European Court m .Justice jurisprudence and EU 
barmoruzation measures. Comparative copyright law in term. of principles 
meth~ and problems as well as the diflerences between the system of 
copyright and the system of "droit d'auteur"will also ,be covered. 

'!he grade will be based on a clam problem. 

+++ 


